C urrent evidence supports the use of repetitive, task-specific practice in patients with neurological injury to improve locomotor function. Gait training, or locomotor training (LT), 1,2 provided to patients with neurological injury can improve walking independence, gait speed, timed distance walking, gait efficiency, maximal aerobic capacity, and daily stepping activity. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] A primary limitation of providing LT overground is the labor-intensive demands of safely supporting individuals with substantial lowerextremity weakness and simultaneously assisting stepping. Use of motorized treadmills with counterweight harness systems may increase the safety and convenience of LT while providing more precise control of body-weight support (BWS) 6 and stepping velocity. 7 Unfortunately, the physical effort required by therapists to assist stepping in patients with minimal volitional control may limit the amount of LT. 8 Despite this required effort, providing kinematic assistance during treadmill stepping in patients with reduced volitional control following stroke or spinal cord injury (SCI) can elicit muscle activity patterns associated with upright walking and may facilitate locomotor recovery. 9 -11 Various motorized, programmable (robotic) devices have been developed to facilitate LT and can be classified into 2 distinct types. Exoskeletal devices [12] [13] [14] are secured to the patient's limbs or trunk and provide constant or variable assistance at unilateral or bilateral hip and knee joints to approximate normal gait kinematics during treadmill stepping. Conversely, robotic elliptical devices 8, 15, 16 utilize endpoint (foot) control strategies to guide stepping movements. Selected studies have demonstrated positive outcomes using either type of robotic device, although both possess shortcomings that may limit their efficacy. For example, exoskeletal devices can closely approximate "normal" kinematics, which may be considered a positive aspect of various rehabilitation strategies. 14, 17, 18 However, stabilization and physical guidance of the trunk, pelvis, and lower limbs through prescribed movement trajectories can minimize movement variability, 19 which is thought to be a critical feature underlying motor learning. 18 Providing such assistance also may reduce the muscular and metabolic demands associated with stepping. 20 During repeated LT, increased muscle activity appropriate for the biomechanical subtasks of walking (eg, limb swing or propulsion) and increased metabolic activity during LT are thought to be critical features that facilitate improvements in walking recovery. Alternatively, these constraints may augment specific muscle activity during portions of the gait cycle when such activity would be unwanted. Specifically, selected devices utilize elastic straps at the forefoot to aid dorsiflexion during limb swing, which may increase plantar pressure and plantar-flexor stretch and contribute to increased extensor electromyograpic (EMG) activity during swing. 20 These combined limitations in patient performance during exoskeletal-assisted stepping were postulated to contribute to the reduced efficacy of repeated LT using this device compared with therapist-assisted LT. 21 In contrast, elliptical devices represent a control strategy that also could facilitate walking improvements, although this strategy may possess similar limitations. Consistent with exoskeletal devices, elliptical assistance also may reduce volitional activity, and continuous plantar pressure on the footplates may provide stimuli associated with limb loading during swing. However, single endpoint control of limb movements represents a simpler design, which could allow more variability of joint kinematics during stepping practice by minimizing stabilization of the pelvis and lower limbs. Alternatively, the lack of kinematic constraints may lead to abnormal gait kinematics, which has been thought by other investigators to impair restoration of normal walking patterns. 8, 17, 18 Recent data suggest that hip and knee angular excursions of individuals without neurological injury during elliptical stepping are slightly flexed compared with overground walking, 22 although this has not been established in patients with neurological injury.
Despite the limitations of both locomotor control strategies, the reduced therapist effort afforded by either device may increase delivery of LT in individuals with substantial weakness but emerging recovery of strength early following neurological injury. Such training provided soon after injury may facilitate greater gains in walking function. 23 Questions remain as to what control strategies optimize locomotor recovery. Previous investigations have focused on evaluation of patient performance (ie, gait kinematics, muscle activity patterns, and metabolic cost of stepping) with either device compared with overground or treadmill stepping. 20, 22 However, no studies have compared differences between devices in individuals with neurological impairments (see Regnaux et al 24 for a single-subject comparison).
The primary goals of this study were to evaluate kinematic, EMG, and metabolic responses of individuals with incomplete SCI during therapist-, exoskeletal-, and elliptical-assisted stepping. Consistent with previous data, 19 -21 substantial differences in performance variables favoring one stepping condition over another may provide insight into the potential efficacy of training paradigms and provide an argument for preferen-
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tially utilizing one method of assistance. In contrast, if performance variables are not different across stepping conditions, other factors such as the number of therapists required to provide stepping training or the cost of the device may facilitate selective utilization of these devices in the clinical setting.
In the current study, we hypothesized that therapist-assisted stepping would result in greater metabolic costs and more appropriate muscle activation patterns than either robotic LT device, with few differences between devices. We further anticipated greater hip and knee flexion and greater kinematic variability with elliptical-assisted stepping, although kinematic trajectories evaluated during exoskeletal-assisted stepping would mimic those of individuals without neurological injury. Despite these kinematic differences, we anticipated that the metabolic and muscular behaviors would be similar for each stepping device, but inferior to therapist-assisted stepping as needed. Evaluation of stepping performance with different robotic devices may generate hypotheses about their potential efficacy during repeated LT. 25
Method Participants
Potential research participants with incomplete SCI were recruited from the outpatient clinics of the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago. Individuals were classified by the American Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) Impairment Scale (AIS) 26 as C or D, indicating motor incomplete lesions. Additional inclusion criteria were: participant age between 18 and 75 years, history of incomplete SCI Ͼ6 months, neurological lesion level higher than T10, and lowerextremity passive range of motion (ROM) consistent with upright human locomotion. Exclusion criteria were: concurrent illness that might limit exercise or walking performance, including unhealed decubiti, substantial cardiopulmonary or metabolic disease, history of osteoporosis, active heterotopic ossification, or other peripheral or central neurological injury, and inability to tolerate upright positions for 30 minutes. Ten participants without neurological or orthopedic injury (5 men and 5 women, age rangeϭ25-41 years) also were recruited to evaluate normative EMG responses and kinematics during unassisted treadmill stepping. Each participant provided written informed consent prior to the study.
Clinical examination included assessment of lower-extremity strength and walking ability using reliable and valid outcome measures in this patient population. Strength was determined using the ASIA Lower Extremity Motor Score (LEMS). 27 The Walking Index for Spinal Cord Injury II (WISCI II) 28 was used to evaluate the use of braces, assistive devices, and therapist assistance during overground walking. If participants with incomplete SCI could ambulate without assistance, preferred overground gait speed was determined using the GaitMat II (EQ Inc, Chalfont, Pennsylvania). 29
Experimental Design
A repeated-measures experimental design was used to assess the biomechanical and physiological responses to therapist-assisted treadmill stepping, robotic exoskeletal stepping, and robotic elliptical stepping in participants with incomplete SCI. Comparisons between kinematics and EMG activity of participants without injury during treadmill stepping and data collected in participants with incomplete SCI during each stepping condition also were made.
Instrumentation
The equipment and details of the experimental setup for therapist-, exoskeletal-and elliptical-assisted stepping have been described previously 8, 20 (Fig. 1) . During all testing, participants were secured over a motorized treadmill with a harness- Experimental setup for kinematic, electromyographic, and metabolic data collection during therapist-assisted stepping (A), exoskeletal-assisted stepping (B), and ellipticalassisted stepping (C).
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counterweight support system (Woodway GmbH, Weil am Rhein, Germany). Participants were allowed to use the bilateral handrails to maintain postural stability, although they were asked to minimize upper-extremity weight bearing.
During therapist-assisted stepping, manual assistance was provided by up to 2 therapists (1 at each leg) as needed to advance the limbs during swing or to provide knee extension in stance. 21 Trunk and pelvic stabilization was provided as needed by nylon straps attached to the harness directly above the waist and anteriorly to the treadmill handrails. The straps were removed if patients could maintain pelvic stability independently during treadmill stepping. Participants with incomplete SCI were allowed to wear their customary ankle-foot orthosis as necessary.
During exoskeletal stepping, participants were positioned in an exoskeletal robotic orthosis (Lokomat, Hocoma AG, Zurich, Switzerland) as described previously. 20 The harness was secured to the orthosis at the pelvis and trunk, with lateral and posterior pads limiting pelvic movement in all planes. Bilateral hip and knee joints were aligned with the orthotic joint axes, and the device was secured to participants with thigh, shank, and waist straps. For testing purposes, the knee joint was aligned slightly anterior to the robotic knee axis to minimize knee hyperextension.
Elastic straps attached to the orthosis and the participant's forefoot were used to assist dorsiflexion during swing. If participants demonstrated sufficient volitional dorsiflexion, no elastic straps were used. Sagittal-plane gait kinematics similar to upright human locomotion were automated by linear actuators at bilateral hip and knee joints programmed to guide symmetrical stepping patterns timed to the treadmill speed.
Elliptical-assisted stepping was performed using the Pedago (Lokohelp, Zlin, Czech Republic), an automated, elliptical training device that is secured to the treadmill frame and operates in conjunction with the treadmill. 8 A servomotor drives the elliptical device in a fixed trajectory (0.5-m step length), and an encoder matches the speed of the elliptical device movement to the treadmill speed. Participants' feet were secured in long, rigid boots extending below the knee, which were attached to the levers extending laterally from the device. Motion of the ankle was constrained, although the boots could rotate about the levers in the sagittal plane. Pelvic and trunk support was provided as necessary via nylon straps attached to the harness and treadmill handrails (4 participants total), similar to therapistassisted stepping.
Hip and knee kinematics and surface EMG recordings were collected on the left limb in all participants. Joint kinematics were estimated using electrogoniometers (Delsys Inc, Boston, Massachusetts) secured across the hip and knee joints and calibrated (Ͼ3 joint angles throughout the available ROM) prior to each testing condition to account for movement between protocols. Footswitches (Noraxon USA Inc, Scottsdale, Arizona) were placed on the forefoot and toes and the hindfoot (minimum of 4 footswitches) to estimate the timing of unilateral stance and swing gait phases. Electromyographic recordings were obtained from the tibialis anterior (TA), soleus (SOL), medial gastrocnemius (MG), vastus lateralis (VL), rectus femoris (RF), and medial hamstring (MH) muscles using adhesive Ag-AgCl electrodes (ConMed Corp, Utica, New York) and a commercial EMG system (Noraxon USA Inc). The EMG signals were amplified (10ϫ) and band-pass filtered at 10 to 500 Hz.
Oxygen consumption (VO 2 ; mL/kg/ min) was determined using a portable metabolic system (CosMed USA Inc, Chicago, Illinois) calibrated prior to testing using room air and a reference gas mixture (16% oxygen and 5% carbon dioxide). Metabolic data were collected on a breath-bybreath basis and stored for subsequent analysis.
Procedure
All participants with SCI were familiarized to stepping in each device for 2 to 4 minutes prior to testing. Resting VO 2 measurements were collected while sitting for 2 minutes prior to each testing condition. Participants then were instrumented in each device with 40% BWS, and 6 minutes of continuous stepping was performed. Treadmill speed was set at 1.5 kmph (0.42 m/s). This speed is below published recommendations for LT, 1 but was chosen to accommodate the degree of motor impairments and the physical assistance required to facilitate continuous stepping for 6 minutes. Further exoskeletal-and elliptical-assisted stepping was performed in the passive mode of operation to minimize differences across testing conditions. Auditory cues using a metronome were used to ensure similar cadences (44 steps/min), which were fixed in the elliptical device at this speed. During exoskeletalassisted stepping, hip and knee kinematics were adjusted to standard settings, with the hip kinematics readjusted to ensure cadences similar to those of elliptical-assisted stepping. Stepping kinematics and EMG data also were collected on 10 participants without injury during treadmill stepping at the same speed and cadence assessed in participants with incomplete SCI.
Throughout testing, participants with incomplete SCI were provided initial instructions to generate the maximal effort required to perform
Comparison of Robotic-Assisted Stepping continuous stepping. Verbal encouragement was provided throughout testing to maximize participant effort, although no additional feedback was provided. No additional therapist assistance was provided during elliptical-or exoskeletalassisted stepping. After each 6-minute bout of walking, participants rested for Ͼ20 minutes.
Data Analysis
Kinematic, EMG, and footswitch data were sampled at 1,000 Hz during the final 30 seconds of the last 3 minutes of each testing bout using a custom-designed MatLab (The MathWorks Inc, Natick, Massachusetts) program. Footswitch data were utilized to estimate stance and swing phases during exoskeletal-and therapist-assisted stepping on the treadmill surface. During elliptical testing, plantar pressure during the apparent swing phase of the gait cycle was sufficient to intermittently activate footswitches and could not be used to detect gait transitions. Instead, gait transitions were estimated using hip kinematics. Specifically, during treadmill walking in participants without neurological injury, gait transitions are associated with a rapid change in hip excursion from peak flexion toward extension (swing-stance) and peak extension toward flexion (stance-swing). Accordingly, early stance (initial contact) was estimated as the transition from peak hip flexion toward extension, and swing initiation was determined as the transition from peak hip extension to flexion.
Primary kinematic measures included peak swing-phase hip and knee flexion, peak stance-phase hip and knee extension, and total joint ROM during stepping. We evaluated intralimb consistency of the hip-knee kinematics using the average coefficient of correlation (ACC). 30, 31 The ACC uses a vector coding technique to estimate the consistency of sagittalplane hip-knee angles throughout the normalized gait cycle using angle-angle plots. For each 1% of the gait cycle, the change in hip-knee angles on the phase plane was represented by a vector, whose length and direction were determined using the following equations:
(1)
where x i and y i are the change in the hip and knee angle from frame i to iϩ1 and l i is the length of that vector. The mean cos() and sin() for a given frame (percentage of the gait cycle) over multiple gait cycles then were determined. The correlation coefficient (a i ) for each frame was evaluated by the following equation:
where cos i and sin i are the mean cos and sin for each i frame. Values of a i were used as the measure of dispersion across gait cycles of the hip and knee angles at each percentage of the gait cycle. All a i values were represented as a single variable by calculating the mean correlation coefficient (ACC) for all i frames. Perfectly consistent hip-knee trajectories across all gait cycles generate an ACC value of 1.0 (no units), and no consistency provides a value of 0.0.
Electromyographic signals were filtered using a fourth-order recursive Butterworth filter (band-pass 30 -450 Hz, band-stop 58 -62 Hz) and full-wave rectified. Linear envelopes of the filtered, rectified EMG signal were created using a 20-Hz low-pass filter (fourth-order recursive Butterworth). Electromyographic activity was normalized to percentage of the gait cycle. Differences in EMG amplitudes and timing during stepping conditions were determined using a variation of the Spastic Locomotor Disorder Index (SLDI), 32 which evaluated timing of EMG responses relative to normative data, determined from 10 participants without neurological injury. Normative data were first evaluated to determine periods of consistent EMG during the gait cycle ("on" periods) versus periods without muscle activity ("off" periods), with each "on" period provided as a percentage of the gait cycle: TA: 0%-15%, 65%-100%; MG: 5%-55%; SOL: 5%-55%; RF: 0%-25%, 50%-75%, 95%-100%; VL: 0%-25%, 50%-75%, 95%-100%; MH: 0%-25%, 65%-100%. "On" periods were consistent with published data, 33 with the exception of VL activity during 50% to 75% of the gait cycle (see "Results" section). Using these data, the SLDI was calculated as the ratio of rectified EMG area during the "off" periods for each muscle to the area during the "on" periods, where lower SLDI values indicate normal timing. Because electrodes were not removed throughout testing of participants with incomplete SCI, EMG data during "on" and "off" periods also were compared among stepping conditions. Comparison between participants without injury during treadmill walking and those with incomplete SCI during all conditions were limited to SLDI values.
Measurements of VO 2 were averaged across 1-minute intervals during each stepping condition, with steady-state VO 2 calculated from mean data over minutes 4 to 6. Baseline metabolic values from quiet sitting were subtracted from walking VO 2 measurements.
Primary statistical analysis focused on differences in kinematic, EMG,
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and metabolic parameters in participants with SCI during each stepping condition using one-way repeatedmeasures analyses of variance, with post hoc Tukey-Kramer tests used if differences were significant (␣ϭ.05). In addition, separate unpaired comparisons (t tests) of kinematics and EMG activity (SDLI only) were made between participants with incomplete SCI during the different stepping conditions and participants without injury during treadmill stepping.
Secondary analyses focused on associations between stepping performance of participants with incomplete SCI in each robotic device and their clinical characteristics, including LEMS and WISCI scores and duration postinjury. As LEMS and WISCI scores were significantly correlated (Spearman rhoϭ.91) and associations with LEMS were greater, only correlations with LEMS are detailed. Furthermore, because of the difficulty in comparing absolute metabolic and EMG activity across participants, metabolic and EMG responses ("on" area) during stepping with either type of robotic device were normalized to (divided by) data collected during therapistassisted stepping. In contrast, absolute knee and hip angular excursions were utilized and compared across robotic-assisted stepping conditions. Parametric and nonparametric (Spearman) correlation analyses were performed as appropriate. Statistical calculations were performed using SPSS version 15 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois).
Role of the Funding Source
The study was funded by the National Institute of Disability and Rehabilitation Research (H133N060014). The elliptical device was provided by the manufacturers for evaluation free of charge. Neither source played a role in study design, data collection and analysis, or interpretation.
Results
Eleven individuals with iSCI participated in the present study. In 1 participant, the hip electrogoniometer was detached during exoskeletal stepping and, in another participant, EMG activity was not collected during treadmill stepping. Hip kinematics and EMG activity data, therefore, were analyzed from 10 participants with iSCI, with knee kinematics and VO 2 data available from all 11 participants with iSCI. Ten of these participants had previous experience with therapist-assisted stepping, 9 had previous experience with exoskeletal stepping, and 4 had previous experience with elliptical stepping. Kinematics and EMG activity of the participants with iSCI were compared against those of 10 participants without injury during treadmill walking. Clinical characteristics of the participants with iSCI are provided in the Table, indicating reduced overground walking speeds with use of assistive devices or bracing or no independent walking ability. Data on use of an ankle-foot orthosis and number of therapists required during therapist-assisted stepping also are provided.
Kinematic Parameters
Gait kinematics collected during therapist-, exoskeletal-, and ellipticalassisted stepping in participants with iSCI revealed significant differences Figure 2A , along with averaged kinematic data for participants without injury. All kinematic data are provided in eTable 1 (available at ptjournal.apta.org).
Comparison of hip excursions revealed more flexed postures in participants with iSCI in all stepping conditions compared with participants without injury, with 6.5 to 16 degrees (mean range) greater swingphase flexion and 7.1 to 22 degrees less stance-phase extension. Significant differences from participants without injury were observed in participants with iSCI only during elliptical stepping for peak hip flexion and extension (both Pϭ.03; eTab. 1). Comparisons among participants with incomplete SCI indicated that all hip kinematic variables were statistically different (Fig. 2C) . Post hoc assessments revealed greater swing-phase hip flexion during elliptical-assisted versus therapistassisted versus exoskeletal-assisted stepping and less stance-phase extension during elliptical-assisted versus exoskeletal-assisted stepping. Hip ROM during stepping also was greater during elliptical-and therapist-assisted stepping versus exoskeletal-assisted stepping.
Knee kinematic data also revealed more flexed postures in participants with incomplete SCI during all stepping conditions compared with participants without injury, with 14 to 21 degrees increased swing-phase knee flexion and 8.1 to 14 degrees decreased stance-phase knee extension. Significant differences in knee flexion were observed between participants with incomplete SCI and those without injury across all stepping conditions, whereas peak knee extension in participants with incomplete SCI was different from that of participants without injury only during exoskeletal-assisted stepping. Comparisons among different stepping conditions revealed nonsignificant (ϳ10°) differences for peak knee flexion and extension (Fig. 2D) , although total knee ROM was greater during elliptical-versus exoskeletalassisted stepping.
Evaluation of intralimb kinematic variability using the ACC also revealed differences across stepping conditions and between participant groups. Single-subject hip-knee angle-angle plots and grouped data during the 3 testing conditions are provided in Figures 2E and 2F . Average data indicate that the largest ACC Single-subject sagittal-plane hip (A) and knee (B) kinematics during therapist-assisted stepping (blue), exoskeletal-assisted stepping (black), and elliptical-assisted stepping (red) averaged over more than 20 gait cycles and normalized to percentage of the gait cycle. Normative data provided in dark gray, with standard deviation in light shaded gray. Average angular excursions for hip (C) and knee (D) kinematics are provided (error barsϭstandard errors), with asterisk indicating significant post hoc Tukey-Kramer differences. Single-subject hip-knee angle-angle plots during therapist-, exoskeletal-, and ellipitical-assisted stepping (E), with average coefficient of correlation (ACC) values (F) provided (significance indicated by asterisk).
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values occurred during exoskeletalassisted stepping (eTab. 1) and were consistent with ACC values of participants without neurological injury. In contrast, ACC values during therapist-and elliptical-assisted stepping were similar to each other but lower than in exoskeletal-assisted stepping. Significant differences were observed only between exoskeletal-and therapist-assisted stepping.
EMG Measurements
Muscle activity patterns were analyzed for each of the 3 conditions, with representative data from a single participant with iSCI shown in Figure 3 . Shaded areas represent the timing of normative EMG data collected from the control participants. Grouped data of "on" and "off" muscle activity periods across participants in each of the stepping conditions are provided in eTable 2 (available at ptjournal.apta.org). Lower SLDI values were observed for nearly all muscle groups in participants without injury compared with those with iSCI regardless of stepping conditions, with significant differences observed only for the lower leg muscles under specific conditions (eTab. 2).
Despite the single-subject differences in TA and SOL activity shown in Figure 3 , comparisons of across participants with iSCI during different stepping conditions revealed no significant differences in these muscles. No differences in MG EMG activity were observed during the stance ("on") phase (5%-55% of the gait cycle; Pϭ.30), although increased abnormal EMG activity was observed during the swing phase (Pϭ.04). Post hoc assessments revealed significantly greater activity during exoskeletal-assisted stepping versus elliptical-and therapistassisted stepping.
For the quadriceps muscles, increased RF EMG activity was observed during both 25% to 50% of the gait cycle ("off" period) and 50% to 75% of the gait cycle ("on" period; PϽ.05) during elliptical-assisted stepping, with post hoc assessments indicating approximately 160% greater activity compared with exoskeletal-assisted stepping during 50% to 75% of the gait cycle (Pϭ.04). For both the VL (Pϭ.01) and RF (Pϭ.05), greater muscle activity was observed during 25% to 50% of the gait cycle ("off" period) during therapist-versus exoskeletal-assisted stepping, with further differences for the VL during 50% to 75% of the gait cycle (Pϭ.01) Finally, significant differences were observed in MH EMG activity during the "on" phase (65%-100% of the gait cycle; Pϭ.01), with post hoc analyses revealing 3-fold greater activity during exoskeletal-versus elliptical-assisted stepping.
Metabolic Parameters
Analysis of metabolic responses in individuals with SCI revealed marked differences across stepping conditions (Fig. 4) . Average peak VO 2 during therapist-assisted stepping was 19.7% (SDϭ9.4%) and 19.8% (SDϭ10.2%) greater than peak VO 2 observed during ellipticaland exoskeletal-assisted stepping, respectively (PϽ.01), with no differences between these stepping conditions and robotic-assisted stepping.
Association Between Stepping Performance and Clinical Characteristics
Potential associations between clinical characteristics (LEMS, duration post-SCI) and stepping performance (gait kinematics, EMG activity, VO 2 ) were determined during roboticassisted stepping (as normalized to therapist-assisted stepping condition). There were no significant correlations between duration post-SCI 
Rectified, filtered, single-subject electromyographic (EMG) activity for the (A) tibialis anterior (TA), (B) medial gastrocnemius (MG), (C) soleus (SOL), (D) rectus femoris (RF), (E) vastus lateralis (VL)
, and (F) medial hamstring (MH) muscles recorded during therapist-assisted stepping (blue), exoskeletal-assisted stepping (black), and ellipticalassisted stepping (red). Data were averaged over more than 20 gait cycles and normalized to percentage of the gait cycle. Shaded areas indicate periods of normative EMG activity evaluated in 10 participants without neurological injury.
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and any stepping performance variable. In contrast, significant correlations between LEMS and stepping performance variables were observed, with specific relationships provided in Figure 5 (all coefficients are shown in eTab. 3, available at ptjournal.apta.org). For gait kinematics, LEMS were not well correlated with hip kinematics (eg, peak hip flexion versus LEMS; Fig. 5A ), with larger but negative correlation coefficients demonstrated for knee kinematics (eg, peak knee extension versus LEMS, Fig. 5B ). Significant correlations, however, were observed only between LEMS and peak knee flexion during exoskeletal-assisted stepping.
Positive correlations also were observed between LEMS and selected measures of EMG and metabolic activity, and relationships were significant only during ellipticalassisted stepping conditions. Figure  5C demonstrates the moderate correlation between LEMS and RF activity ("on" area) during elliptical stepping, with minimal correlation during exoskeletal-assisted stepping. Similar findings were observed for the VL and MG (eTab. 3). Similarly, VO 2 was significantly related to LEMS for elliptical-assisted stepping but not exoskeletal-assisted stepping (Fig. 5D ).
Discussion
Direct comparison of the efficacy of robotic-and therapist-assisted LT may provide clinicians with quantitative data to help determine which training paradigms may be most appropriate for their patient population. In the absence of such data, evaluation of physiological and biomechanical variables during stepping with different devices may provide insight into how patients would respond to such interventions. Previous studies evaluating differences in metabolic costs and EMG patterns during therapist-and exoskeletal- Grouped averages of oxygen consumption (V O 2 ) during each 6-minute bout of therapist-assisted stepping (blue), exoskeletal-assisted stepping (black), and ellipticalassisted stepping (red). Data were averaged over each minute. Asterisk indicated significant post hoc Tukey-Kramer differences.
Figure 5.
Associations between Lower Extremity Motor Score (LEMS) and (A) peak hip flexion (Pϭ.48 for exoskeletal-assisted stepping, Pϭ.65 for elliptical-assisted stepping), (B) peak knee extension (Pϭ.14 for exoskeletal-assisted stepping, Pϭ.11 for elliptical-assisted stepping), (C) rectus femoris muscle (RF) electroyographic (EMG) activity during "on" period (Pϭ.42 for exoskeletal-assisted stepping, PϽ.01 for elliptical-assisted stepping), and (D) oxygen consumption (V O 2 ) (Pϭ.13 for exoskeletal-assisted stepping, Pϭ.02 for elliptical-assisted stepping). Blackϭtherapist-assisted stepping minus exoskeletalassisted stepping, redϭtherapist-assisted stepping minus elliptical-assisted stepping.
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assisted stepping provided potential insight into how patients with neurological injury responded to repeated LT using these paradigms (for example, see Israel et al 20 ).
Differences in Kinematic Parameters
Evaluation of kinematic behaviors in participants with iSCI revealed generally increased hip and knee flexion compared with those of participants without injury, although greater hip flexion postures were observed with elliptical-assisted stepping. These findings were anticipated in light of a recent investigation detailing kinematic behaviors in individuals without neurological injury during elliptical stepping. 22 Using 4 commercial devices, hip and knee flexion were increased approximately 15 and 10 degrees, respectively, during midswing compared with overground walking, with smaller differences (Ͻ10°) during stance. Although the degree of hip and knee flexion observed in participants with iSCI in the present investigation was greater than that observed previously in individuals without neurological injury, greater knee flexion postures may be related to the reduced volitional strength of this patient population (Fig. 5B) , regardless of the device used.
Differences in kinematic consistency (ACC) across assisted stepping conditions also were observed and anticipated based on previous data. In particular, ACC values observed in participants with iSCI during exoskeletal-assisted stepping, where kinematics were precisely controlled, 34 were high and closely resembled those of participants without neurological injury during unassisted stepping. Although therapist-assisted stepping may be able to more closely approximate normal kinematics than demonstrated in this study, selected participants with iSCI could step without substantial assistance, and no corrections were made by the assisting therapists to normalize stepping patterns. Providing such assistance as needed to other participants likely varied on a step-by-step basis, which also could account for the lower ACC values. Elliptical-assisted stepping also demonstrated substantial variability in intralimb coordination similar to therapist-assisted conditions, where control of endpoint kinematics can allow individuals to explore different hip and knee kinematic configurations. The combined results suggest substantial variations between robotic-assisted stepping paradigms dependent on the control strategy used, with similarities between kinematics of the participants with iSCI during exoskeletal-assisted stepping and control participants, and between therapist-and elliptical-assisted stepping conditions.
The practice of kinematically correct movement patterns during training traditionally has been viewed as a desired strategy of rehabilitation interventions, 8, 17, 18 which can be provided by exoskeletal devices. However, previous studies that have evaluated gait-related changes following exoskeletal-assisted LT, particularly those that provided precise control of joint kinematics, indicated very few alterations in spatiotemporal kinematics 21 or joint kinematics, 19,35 particularly compared with unconstrained practice or therapistassistance as needed. Rather, training strategies characterized by greater variability of movement patterns while still approximating normal stepping patterns as performed with therapist-assisted LT resulted in larger improvements in spatiotemporal and kinematic consistency (ACC values) and performance 19 following completion of training. Although there is little knowledge of what the optimal variability of stepping would be to facilitate stepping recovery in patient populations, elliptical-assisted stepping appeared to approximate gait kinematics and consistency similar to those observed with therapistassisted stepping. Despite these similarities, a concern regarding providing elliptical-assisted stepping may be the demonstration of increased hip flexion and reduced extension, which theoretically could be reinforced during repeated LT with elliptical assistance. However, previous LT studies using elliptical devices have not reported whether such behaviors were observed following training. 16, 36 Differences in EMG Activity Selective alterations in EMG amplitude and timing were observed across stepping conditions. Increased swing-phase MG activity during exoskeletal-assisted stepping was demonstrated (also see Israel et al 20 ), which may be due to increased plantar pressure and plantar-flexion stretch provided with elastic straps to assist dorsiflexion. 37,38 However, swing-phase MG activity was not significantly greater during elliptical-assisted stepping despite presumed continuous plantar pressure. The extent of plantar pressure and plantar-flexor stretch present during exoskeletal-assisted stepping was not clear in the present study, although future assessment of forces and pressures and of ankle kinematics could help elucidate their contribution to altered MG activity. Conversely, increased MG activity but not SOL activity may represent increased volitional effort during swing phase knee flexion, as MH activity also was increased in the swing-phase during exoskeletalassisted stepping. 39 However, knee flexors typically act eccentrically during swing to minimize knee extension prior to initial contact, and the increased MH and MG activity may represent increasing muscle stretch with passive knee extension.
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For upper leg (thigh) muscles, there also were selective differences in muscle activity patterns between groups. Quadriceps muscle activity was significantly different across stepping conditions in participants with SCI in previous studies, 20, 39 with increased activity in mid-stance and stance-swing transitions (25%-75% of the gait cycle) during therapist-or elliptical-assisted stepping compared with exoskeletalassisted stepping. Increased quadriceps muscle EMG activity during 25% to 50% of the gait cycle is not normally observed in participants without neurological injury during unassisted stepping and would generally be considered aberrant muscle activity. However, increased quadriceps muscle activity during ellipticaland therapist-assisted stepping may have been necessary to maintain upright (extended) limb postures without exoskeletal bracing about the knee. The positive correlation between quadriceps muscle EMG activity and LEMS during elliptical stepping may indicate increased volitional effort to maintain greater extension for those with sufficient strength. Regardless, increased quadriceps muscle activity during stance was observed in therapist-and elliptical-assisted stepping conditions, and increased MG and MH activity was observed in exoskeletalassisted stepping during swing.
Differences in Metabolic Parameters
Although VO 2 is considered a measure of demands on the cardiovascular system to deliver oxygen to working muscles during aerobic tasks, 4 evaluation of VO 2 also provides an estimate of the rate of continuous muscular activity during these tasks. Previous studies performed on individuals without neurological injury demonstrated the potential contributions of various biomechanical subtasks of upright locomotion to the overall cost of walking (ie, upright stance, 40 propulsion, 41 limb swing, 42 lateral stability 43 ) by providing assistance for these tasks and simultaneously investigating the changes in VO 2 and EMG activity. As evaluation of EMG activity from all muscles subserving upright walking is difficult if not impossible, evaluation of VO 2 in these studies provided a more global estimate of how biomechanical assistance may alter the muscular requirements of a locomotor task.
In the present study, we believe the observation of differences in VO 2 responses of approximately 20% during therapist-versus either roboticassisted stepping condition likely reflected reduced muscle activity. Such differences may have been due, in part, to differences in quadriceps muscle activity between tasks, although other factors might have contributed. One explanation may be the lack of feedback provided during robotic-assisted stepping, as previous data indicated nearly equivalent VO 2 between therapist-and exoskeletal-assisted stepping with provision of external feedback of lower-limb forces. 20 Reduced VO 2 also could be accounted for by the biomechanical constraints provided during robotic-assisted stepping, [41] [42] [43] including the assistance provided by these devices. Although the precise reasons for the observed differences are not clear, increased metabolic (ie, aerobic) demands during LT have been considered an important component of selective LT paradigms. 4, 44, 45 Reducing the metabolic demands during LT may subsequently reduce the gains in locomotor performance, which was postulated to contribute to greater walking-related gains following therapist-versus exoskeletal-assisted LT in individuals poststroke. 21 Given the combined differences and similarities in patient performance during elliptical-and exoskeletalassisted stepping, an argument for preferentially providing assistance with one type of control strategy or robotic device over the other may not be warranted. During exoskeletal-assisted stepping, hip and knee kinematic trajectories and estimates of consistency (ACC) were very similar to data obtained in participants without neurological injury. However, a previous study has shown that exoskeletal-assisted LT may not be optimal for inducing changes in locomotor performance, particularly compared with therapist-assisted stepping. 21 Furthermore, the magnitude and timing of EMG activity in selected muscles were altered substantially during exoskeletal-assisted stepping as compared to both therapist-and elliptical-assisted stepping. For elliptical-assisted stepping, EMG activity and kinematic consistency were very similar to those for the therapist-assisted stepping condition, although the kinematic (hip) trajectories during elliptical-assisted stepping were significantly different from normal gait kinematics. To mitigate these limitations, specific perturbations could be provided to better optimize stepping patterns with either device. For example, control algorithms for providing variable kinematic trajectories during exoskeletal-assisted stepping could be provided. In addition, providing more BWS and securing the pelvis and trunk more anteriorly during elliptical-assisted training may increase hip extension toward more normal ranges. Such subtle changes may improve patient performance in each device, although the long-term effects with LT are not clear.
Despite these differences in kinematics and muscular activity, metabolic costs were similar between roboticassisted stepping conditions, and both were significantly less than in the therapist-assisted stepping condition. However, both devices minimize the physical effort on the part
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of therapists, which may improve delivery to those with substantial weakness. Providing initial assistance with either device may facilitate early practice of LT, and transitioning to therapist-assisted stepping may be warranted with improvements in volitional strength and reduced effort required on the part of the treating therapists. This rationale for providing initial guidance and gradually reducing assistance as warranted is consistent with the guidance hypothesis 46 (also Schmidt and Lee 47 ) and may facilitate relearning of independent stepping following neurological injury.
Limitations
Limitations in the present study included a small sample size, lack of ability to evaluate kinetics or ankle kinematics during assisted stepping, and unilateral recordings of EMG activity and kinematics. In addition, we did not quantify the extent of upper-extremity support across each condition, and handrails were not instrumented to estimate upperextremity forces. If participants did require some handrail support, attempts were made to ensure consistent upper-extremity use across stepping conditions. Furthermore, instructions to work as hard as possible have been used in previous assessments of robotic-assisted stepping performance, 20 although indicators of exertion or effort were not provided as feedback to participants or investigators.
Conclusion
The present article details differences in kinematics, metabolic costs, and muscle activity patterns in participants with iSCI during exoskeletal-, elliptical-, and therapistassisted stepping. Although the present discussion and previous findings 19 -21 suggest that therapistassisted stepping may elicit better patient performance and improved stepping-related outcomes compared with exoskeletal-assisted stepping, specific limitations of each robotic device limit the ability to provide recommendations for either device over the other. Rather, both devices could be considered a "stepping stone" to eventually transition to therapist-assisted stepping.
The combined findings, therefore, may provide a preliminary strategy for progressing LT and may facilitate selection of devices for use in the clinical setting and their further development. For example, current cost estimates for available exoskeletal robotic orthoses start at more than $200,000, whereas the price of the elliptical devices can be much less (ie, less than $100,000). Differences in cost may be related to the complexity of controlling multiple joint trajectories during stepping versus simpler control of single endpoint kinematics. Importantly, provision of additional feedback, assistance as needed, and flexibility to vary kinematic trajectories and treadmill speeds are possible with some of the current LT devices, and these features may augment patient participation. 48 -50 However, such features require additional costs, and their efficacy during LT is uncertain. Future studies might focus on identifying which control strategies can best facilitate stepping performance in patients at varying degrees of recovery following neurological injury. 
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